A fundamental class of solutions of symmetric Hamiltonian systems is relative equilibria. In this paper the nonlinear problem near a degenerate relative equilibrium is considered. The degeneracy creates a saddle-center and attendant homoclinic bifurcation in the reduced system transverse to the group orbit. The surprising result is that the curvature of the pullback of the momentum map to the Lie algebra determines the normal form for the homoclinic bifurcation. There is also an induced directional geometric phase in the homoclinic bifurcation. The backbone of the analysis is the use of singularity theory for smooth mappings between manifolds applied to the pullback of the momentum map. The theory is constructive and generalities are given for symmetric Hamiltonian systems on a vector space of dimension (2n + 2) with an n-dimensional abelian symmetry group. Examples for n = 1, 2, 3 are presented to illustrate application of the theory.
Introduction
A fundamental class of solutions of Hamiltonian systems with symmetry is relative equilibria. A relative equilibrium (RE) is a solution which travels along an orbit of the symmetry group at constant speed. They are pervasive in applications such as celestial mechanics, molecular dynamics, rigid-body dynamics, and fluid mechanics. An introduction to the theory of RE can be found in Chapter 4 of Marsden [16] .
Consider a Hamiltonian system z t = X H (z) on a symplectic manifold (M, Ω) with Hamiltonian function H : M → R. Let G be an n-dimensional abelian Lie group acting symplectically on M with Lie algebra g. A RE is a solution of the form z(t) = exp(tξ )ϕ for some ξ ∈ g. The point z(0) = ϕ ∈ M is a critical point of the augmented Hamiltonian where J : M → g * is the momentum map, μ ∈ g * , and ·,· : g * × g → R is the pairing between g and the dual of the Lie algebra g * . A RE is said to be non-degenerate when the second variation of H ξ at a critical point is a non-degenerate quadratic form on the subspace consisting of vectors that are tangent to J −1 (μ) and transverse to the group orbit (cf. Smale [33] and Chapter 5 of Marsden [16] ; see also Patrick and Roberts [29] for a generalization of non-degeneracy).
There are three ways that a RE can become degenerate and they are clarified in Sections 2 and 9. The first two are by failure of the so-called G-Morse 1 hypothesis: the dimension of the kernel of the second variation of H ξ is greater than the dimension of the group. There are two ways that the G-Morse hypothesis can fail and for the purposes of this paper they will be called degeneracy of type II and degeneracy of type III. Type II degeneracy is a failure of the G-Morse hypothesis that arises naturally without external parameters, and type III degeneracy is failure of the G-Morse hypothesis due to external parameters in the Hamiltonian (both of these degeneracies are discussed in Section 9). The third form of degeneracy (which for the purposes of this paper will be called degeneracy of type I) is when the derivative of the pullback of the momentum map by ϕ is not surjective. Other characterizations of this degeneracy are given in Section 2. Degeneracy of type I is the main topic of this paper.
There is a fourth form of degeneracy that arises when μ ∈ g * is a singular value of the momentum map (cf. Ortega and Ratiu [26] ). However, this degeneracy is distinct from types I, II and III and is not considered here. Indeed, a blanket hypothesis throughout the paper is that μ ∈ g * is a regular value of the momentum map.
A critical point ϕ of H ξ in (1.1) can be viewed as a mapping from g RE to M, where g RE is the subset of g for which critical points of H ξ exist. Define the pullback P : g RE → g * of the momentum map by P = J • ϕ. (There is an orbit of critical points so the image of ϕ should be viewed as lying in a slice.) Then, taking coordinates c = (c 1 , . . . , c n ) for g, a RE is nondegenerate if and only if it satisfies the G-Morse hypothesis and det DP(c) = 0, c ∈ g RE .
( 1.2) Satisfying the G-Morse hypothesis eliminates degeneracy of types II and III. Therefore, with the G-Morse hypothesis, a RE is degenerate if and only if det(DP(c)) = 0.
Since the main topic of the paper is the implication of type I degeneracy, the G-Morse hypothesis is assumed throughout the paper. However, some discussion of the failure of the G-Morse hypothesis is given in Section 9 to illustrate how it is complementary to type I degeneracy.
The nonlinear consequences of degeneracy of RE do not appear to have been studied before. Degenerate RE have been widely observed, particularly in the N -body problem (cf. Palmore [27] , Meyer [20] ), and in fluid mechanics (cf. Bridges [4] , Bridges and Donaldson [6] ). Palmore [27] characterizes the subset of the space of masses in the N -body problem where degeneracy occurs, and shows that such degeneracies are plentiful. The "degenerate relative equilibria" discovered by Palmore [27] are however type III degeneracies (see discussion in Section 9).
The first implication of a type I degeneracy is that additional zero eigenvalues are generated in the linearization about degenerate RE. The connection between degenerate RE and zero eigenvalues has been observed in the literature before (e.g. Meyer [20] ). Here a new proof and generalization of this result is given using symplectic Jordan chain theory. Effectively, a degenerate RE generates a saddle-center bifurcation of eigenvalues in the linearization transverse to the group orbit. Given a saddle-center in the linearization, it is well known in Hamiltonian bifurcation theory that the nonlinear system nearby has a homoclinic bifurcation [3, 21, 23] . The idea is to combine the geometry of degenerate RE with this homoclinic bifurcation.
The geometry of the mapping P : g RE → g * is the backbone of the analysis. The theory is local, so P can be interpreted as a mapping from an open subset of g RE into g * . Degeneracy of the form det(DP(c)) = 0 of a smooth mapping P between manifolds is a well-studied problem in singularity theory (cf. Chapter 2 of Arnold, Gusein-Zade and Varchenko [2] , Chapter VI of Golubitsky and Guillemin [10] ). The subsets of g RE where the condition (1.2) fails are called the Thom-Boardman singularities of the mapping and are denoted in singularity theory by Σ k (P) = c ∈ g: DP(c) has rank n − k .
In this paper, attention will be restricted to the case k = 1. There can however be singular subsets in the image of Σ 1 (P) in g * . The simplest such set is denoted by
That is, the set where the differential of P| Σ 1 (P) has a one-dimensional kernel. Geometrically this is the set where the kernel of DP(c) lies in the tangent space of Σ 1 (P). This classification can be continued until the dimension is exhausted [2, 10] . In this paper, attention will be restricted to a study of the implications for P(c) of the hypersurface Σ 1 (P) and its subset Σ 11 (P).
The main result of this paper is the connection between the geometry of the manifold Σ 1 (P), its image in g * , and the homoclinic bifurcation that occurs in the dynamics transverse to the group orbit in phase space. In particular suppose there exists a family of RE with c ∈ Σ 1 (P) ⊂ g RE but c / ∈ Σ 11 (P). Then, in the reduced system transverse to the group orbit the nonlinearity which generates the homoclinic orbit is determined by the curvature of the graph of P in g × g * , and the homoclinic bifurcation transverse to the group induces a directional geometric phase along the group.
Precise hypotheses are stated in Section 2. These hypotheses are not the most general under which the phenomena occurs. Indeed, the hypotheses are chosen to highlight the simplest possible setting. Generalities are discussed at the end of the introduction.
The curvature of the pullback of the momentum map arises as follows. When c ∈ Σ 1 (P) the kernel and cokernel of DP(c) are one-dimensional. Define h = Ker(DP(c)) and decompose the vector spaces g and g * as follows
where P(Σ 1 (P)) is the image of Σ 1 (P) in g * , which is locally a hypersurface in g * . Introduce the mapping on h × h * ,
There are several identifications in this construction, and they are unraveled in Section 3. With the definition (1.3), K t (c, 0) = 0 when c ∈ Σ 1 (P). It is the curvature of the graph (t, K(c, t)) ∈ h × h * that appears in the normal form for the homoclinic bifurcation. The curvature of a graph in the plane at any t takes the standard form
However at points with K t = 0, the denominator reduces to unity, making the second derivative itself invariant under coordinate change. This observation is a special case of the intrinsic second derivative 2 of the mapping P. The function K(c, t) is quadratic in t for t small when c ∈ Σ 1 (P),
The quadratic term is precisely the intrinsic second derivative of P (cf. Porteous [30, 31] , Arnold et al. [2] , page 149 of Golubitsky and Guillemin [10] ). It is an interesting fact that c ∈ Σ 1 (P) \ Σ 11 (P) if and only if the second intrinsic derivative is non-vanishing (a proof in the present context is given in Section 3).
The above curvature in h × h * is a purely geometric property of a mapping between two manifolds with a Σ 1 (P) singularity. However, P can be related to the dynamics of X H through the momentum map and ϕ, since P = J • ϕ. It is via this path that the curvature of P in the plane h × h * shows up in the normal form theory.
The singularity in the mapping P manifests itself in the linearization of X H by a symplectic Jordan chain. Using the symplectic Jordan chain, the linearization is transformed to normal form (a variant of Williamson normal form). Then standard normal form theory for vector fields can be used to determine the nonlinear normal form to leading order. The normal form is a skewproduct, with one part tangent to the group orbit, and the other transverse to the group orbit. The splitting between tangent and normal directions here is elementary because the group is abelian.
When the group is non-abelian the splitting of the Hamiltonian vector field into a component tangent to the group orbit and a component transverse to the group orbit requires the GuilleminSternberg-Marle theory and its generalizations (cf. Roberts, Wulff and Lamb [32] and references therein). It is reasonable to conjecture that the theory of this paper carries over to the non-abelian case by predicting the form of the transverse vector field near a degenerate RE in that case, but this generalization is not considered herein.
Take M to be a (2n + 2)-dimensional vector space. (This is the lowest dimension in which the phenomena occurs; extension to higher dimension is discussed at the end of the introduction.) Apply normal form theory to X H perturbed about a RE with c ∈ Σ 1 (P). The leading order normal form for the flow transverse to the group orbit is 5) where I 1 is an unfolding parameter which is a measure of the distance from the hypersurface P(Σ 1 (P)) in the direction h * , s 1 = ±1 is a symplectic sign, and κ is a real parameter. This normal form is the leading order normal form for a Hamiltonian system in the plane with a saddle-center bifurcation in the linearization (cf. Arnold et al. [3] , Meyer and Hall [21] , Broer et al. [9] ). A classical formula for κ can be obtained in terms of second derivatives of the Hamiltonian vector field, and this formula is given in Section 6. Remarkably, the coefficient κ can also be precisely related to the curvature of P in the plane h × h * . It is proved in Section 7 that
where a 1 is a positive scale factor. When n = 1 the coefficient κ simplifies to
This role of the curvature in the one-dimensional case was first observed by Bridges and Donaldson [6] for the case of degenerate periodic orbits. Indeed, periodic orbits of Hamiltonian systems can be interpreted as a class of relative equilibria on the loop space (cf. Weinstein [34] , Ibort and Martínez Ontalba [12] ), and so the formula (1.7) is consistent with the present theory. The leading order normal form tangent to the group is
The coordinates (I 2 , . . . , I n ) are local coordinates for the tangent space to P(Σ 1 (P)) in g * . A schematic of the surface P(Σ 1 (P)) for the case n = 3 is shown in Fig. 1 . The leading order flow tangent to the group has two interesting properties. The direction of the dynamic drift along the group is determined by the symplectic signs s j , j = 2, . . . , n, and these signs can be interpreted as the signs of the non-zero eigenvalues of DP(c). The second interesting feature of the flow tangent to the group is the induced holonomy. The planar system (1.5) has a homoclinic orbit. Coupling this homoclinic orbit to the normal form tangent to the group (1.8) leads to a dynamic drift along the group as well as a geometric phase shift. The dynamic drift is a familiar feature of perturbed relative equilibria (cf. Patrick [28] ). The geometric phase is encoded in the equation
when u is substituted from the transverse normal form. This geometric phase can also be interpreted as a "reconstruction phase" (cf. Marsden, Montgomery and Ratiu [17] ), since it appears when the reduced system (1.5) is lifted up to the full phase space. However, standard theory of reconstruction does not apply since the orbit in the reduced system is not closed. The induced geometric phase is discussed further in Section 8. 1 . A schematic of the phase shift is shown in Fig. 2 for the case when the group is one-dimensional and G = R.
A byproduct of the theory is an observation about persistence of RE: degenerate RE create barriers in g or g * to persistence. In the case when DP(c) is degenerate with one-dimensional kernel, the image of Σ 1 (P) in g * locally divides momentum space into two regions, and locally RE exist on only one side of the surface. To see this consider the line c + tη for −ε < t < ε for some small ε with c ∈ Σ 1 (P) and η ∈ h. This line is transverse to the hypersurface Σ 1 (P) as long as c / ∈ Σ 11 (P) (this is proved in Section 3). However, the image of this line P(c + tη) ∈ g * for −ε < t < ε is quadratic in t in the direction h * , and hence locally the graph of a parabola. This barrier property is evident in examples. Which side of the hypersurface the RE exist is determined by the sign of κ in ( 1.6 ) and the symplectic sign s 1 (a classification is given in Fig. 3 ). On the other hand when the G-Morse hypothesis fails, the barrier to persistence is in g: an example of this phenomenon is given in Section 9. These observations are complementary to existing results on persistence of RE (cf. Montaldi [24] , Wulff [36] and references therein).
Only the leading order terms in the nonlinear normal form are considered. Global aspects of the normal form (that is, transformation to all orders) are not considered, nor is convergence of the normal forms or persistence of the homoclinic orbits in the original system. However, on these latter two points there are grounds for optimism. With the hypothesis of group dimension n and phase space dimension 2n + 2, the systems are in principle integrable and normal forms in this case are known to be extraordinarily robust [38] .
The dimension of the phase space is restricted to 2n + 2 because it is the lowest dimension in which the phenomena arises. Extending the dimension brings in the usual technicalities. When the dimension of the group has dimension n and the phase space dimension is greater than 2n + 2, but the complementary dimensions are hyperbolic -even infinite dimensional -then one can use symplectic center manifold reduction (cf. Mielke [22] ). With symplectic center manifold reduction, the hyperbolic directions are eliminated and one reduces to studying an ODE on R 2n+2 . One is again in the setting of this paper.
If the complementary dimension has an elliptic component (additional pure-imaginary eigenvalues) then formally the local normal form theory goes through but then one has well-known problems with persistence of the homoclinic orbits. In this case one can expect -from related theory without symmetry [9, 14] -that the homoclinic orbit will have nontrivial but exponentiallysmall tails.
The bifurcation associated with a degenerate RE is codimension one and therefore it should be widely observable in physical systems. The author's motivation for this theory was applications in water waves: this bifurcation arises in the analysis of wave breaking [4] , is the starting point for a new branch of steady dark solitary waves in shallow water [7] , and gives new results on the bifurcation of solitary waves at the interface between two fluids [8] . Some elementary examples are given in Sections 10, 11 and 12 to illustrate application of the theory.
Degenerate relative equilibria
Let (M, Ω) be a symplectic manifold with the following hypothesis:
The manifold M is a (2n + 2)-dimensional vector space.
(H1)
(T z M can be identified with M but it will be useful to retain the distinction.) The symplectic form is taken to be in canonical form
The natural setting for the analysis is Hamiltonian systems with symmetry [18] . This setting is summarized by the following hypothesis:
This hypothesis is shorthand for the following facts (cf. page 43 of [16] ). G is a Lie group acting symplectically on M with Lie algebra g. Let g * be the dual of the Lie algebra. There exists a momentum map J : M → g * associated with G and this momentum map is Ad * -equivariant. The function H : M → R is a given smooth G-invariant function.
The Lie group G is restricted to be abelian:
The subgroup R k is a group of affine translations in M, and T n−k = S 1 × · · · × S 1 is a toral group acting on M and commuting with the translation subgroup. The action of G on M is denoted by Φ g (z), for g ∈ G and z ∈ M. For any ξ ∈ g the corresponding infinitesimal generator of the action is the vector field ξ M on M defined by
2)
The momentum map J : M → g * is defined by
Let {ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n } be a basis for g. Then the components of the momentum map are given by J j (z) = J(z), ξ j for j = 1, . . . , n, and they satisfy
The starting point for the analysis of dynamics is the Hamiltonian systeṁ
A relative equilibrium of (2.5) associated with the group G is a solution of the form
where ϕ : g RE → M is a (group orbit of) critical point(s) of the augmented Hamiltonian (1.1).
The set g RE is the subset of g for which critical points of the augmented Hamiltonian exist. In the examples in Sections 10 and 11 g RE = g, but in the example in Section 12 g RE is a proper subset of g. It will be sufficient for this paper that g RE is non-empty and open. A value μ ∈ g * is regular if dJ(z) is surjective when z ∈ J −1 (μ), and it will be assumed throughout that μ ∈ g * is a regular value, and g RE is non-empty and open.
(H4)
The pullback of the momentum map by ϕ induces a mapping
The connection between the G-Morse hypothesis and type I degeneracy is established in the following.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose the second variation of H ξ evaluated at ϕ satisfies the G-Morse hypothesis and Image(J•ϕ) consists of regular values of the momentum map. Then the RE is non-degenerate if and only if the differential DP is surjective.
To prove the lemma, the terms involved need to be defined. It will be useful to introduce coordinates on g, although the results are independent of this choice. Take any basis for g with coordinates c = (c 1 , . . . , c n ); that is, any ξ ∈ g has the form ξ = c 1 ξ 1 + · · · + c n ξ n . In coordinates a critical point of the augmented Hamiltonian is denoted by ϕ(c), the mapping P is denoted by (P 1 (c), . . . , P n (c)), and the condition of type I non-degeneracy takes the form (1.2).
The G-Morse hypothesis assures that the kernel of the second variation of the augmented Hamiltonian equals the tangent space of G at the RE. The tangent space of the G-orbit of a point z ∈ M is
of [18]). The second variation of the augmented Hamiltonian at ϕ is defined by
It follows from the invariance of the augmented Hamiltonian that
. The G-Morse hypothesis assures equality: 
L(c)
Ker
where Π is the product of the two non-zero eigenvalues of L(c). The G-Morse hypothesis (H5) assures that Π = 0. Hence non-degeneracy is equivalent to det(DP(c)) = 0. 2
Corollary. Suppose the G-Morse hypothesis (H5) is satisfied and μ is a regular value (H4). A RE is degenerate if and only if det(DP(c))
In the remainder of this section, some additional properties of RE are established.
Proposition 2.2. DP(c) is a symmetric linear operator.
Proof. Consider the pullback by ϕ(c) of the augmented Hamiltonian to g,
But the first term vanishes identically since ϕ(c) is a critical point of the augmented Hamiltonian and the second term is −P i (c). Therefore
Symmetry of the Jacobian DP(c) now follows from smoothness of the family of RE and symmetry of the second partials of H (c). 2
Since the group G is abelian, the momentum map is G-invariant: J • Φ g = J for all g ∈ G and any z ∈ M. There is an infinitesimal version of this property.
Proposition 2.3. Let ξ i and ξ j be any two elements in the Lie algebra g. Then
Proof. Invariance of the momentum map can be expressed in the form
. , n, and any z ∈ M.
Take g = exp(tξ j ) and differentiate
Geometry of the hypersurface Σ 1 (P)
In this section the geometric properties of the nonlinear mapping P : g RE → g * are studied with the following hypothesis:
This hypotheses ensures that the rank of DP(c) is exactly n − 1. Here and henceforth, c ∈ Σ 1 (P) should be interpreted at c ∈ Σ 1 (P) ∩ C RE where C RE is an open subset of g RE . Standard ideas from singularity theory of smooth nonlinear mappings between two manifolds are used [2, 10] . The main issue is establishing conditions for when the kernel of DP(c) is transverse to T c Σ 1 (P) which is also related to when c is not in Σ 11 (P), where
Since g and g * are vector spaces T c g ∼ = g and T P (c) g * ∼ = g * . However, it will be useful to first maintain the distinction in the constructions and then to simplify via identification afterwards. Introduce a pairing on T P (c) g * ,
and use the pairing ·,· on T c g. The adjoint of DP(c) is then defined by
The kernel of DP(c) is a subspace of T c g and the kernel of DP(c) * is a subspace of T * P (c) g * . With the hypothesis (H6) these subspaces are each onedimensional. Denote these subspaces by h = Ker DP(c) = span{η} and Ker DP(c) * = span{η * }.
With these preliminaries, it is clear that the function K(c, t) in (1.3) should be defined by
The equivalence between K(c, t) and K(c, t) follows by noting that T * P (c) g * ∼ = T c g ∼ = g, DP(c) is symmetric (Proposition 2.2) and so Ker(DP(c) * ) ∼ = h, and then transferring to the pairing on g. Henceforth, K(c, t) will be used with the above identifications understood.
Transversality of h and T c Σ 1 (P), local smoothness of the hypersurface Σ 1 (P) and membership of c in Σ 1 (P) \ Σ 11 (P) are all related to nontriviality of the intrinsic second derivative
Lemma 3.1. Suppose c ∈ Σ 1 (P), and assume P : g → g * satisfies hypotheses (H6) and (H7).
Then the kernel of DP(c) is transverse to the tangent space of Σ 1 (P) and
Proof. Let f (c) := det(DP(c))
. Then Σ 1 (P) = {c ∈ g: c ∈ f −1 (0)} and this hypersurface defines a smooth submanifold of g in the neighbourhood of any point where df is nontrivial. Take η ∈ h and consider
where DP(c) # is the adjugate of DP(c). Since DP(c) is a symmetric matrix with a simple zero eigenvalue, its adjugate has the following explicit expression (see formula (A.2) in Appendix A),
where Π is the product of the n − 1 non-zero eigenvalues of DP(c), and so
and this expression is non-vanishing by hypothesis (H7). Combining this expression with the above calculation shows that
But Π is non-zero since DP(c) has rank n − 1 by hypothesis (H6). It follows that df is nonvanishing and so Σ 1 (P) is a smooth hypersurface in the neighbourhood of any point c satisfying (H7). This proves point (1). The tangent space T c Σ 1 (P) is the tangent space to f −1 (0), and every element in the tangent space of f −1 (0) is in the kernel of df . But by point (1), η is not in the kernel of df and so the kernel of DP(c) is transverse to T c Σ 1 (P). Standard results from singularity theory establish that the set Σ 11 (P) is distinguished by the fact that the kernel of DP(c) is tangent to Σ 1 (P) [2, 10] . Point (3) then follows from the definition of
The lemma combined with standard results from linear operator theory prove the following.
Corollary. With the above hypotheses, there exists a one-dimensional subspace h * such that
Remark. If a Euclidean metric is introduced in g * , then h * can be identified with span{η} and η defines a normal vector at each point on the hypersurface P(Σ 1 (P)).
Degenerate RE and symplectic Jordan chain theory
In this section the algebraic implications of degenerate RE are considered. It follows from the symmetry properties of RE that the linearization has a zero eigenvalue of geometric multiplicity (at least) n and algebraic multiplicity (at least) 2n.
Proof. There is a group orbit of critical points of the augmented Hamiltonian,
Take g = exp(t 1 ξ 1 + · · · + t n ξ n ) where {ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n } is a basis for g. Then derivatives of (4.2) with respect to each t j and c j lead to
Evaluating at the identity,
The result now follows by taking
With the hypothesis that the geometric multiplicity is exactly n (the G-Morse hypothesis), the Jordan chain terminates at 2n precisely when the RE is non-degenerate. The connection between degeneracy of the mapping P and symplectic Jordan chain theory is now established. The hypothesis DP(c)η = 0 implies,
confirming (4.5). The algebraic multiplicity of zero is always even for a symplectic linearization.
Hence the algebraic multiplicity is 2n + 2 and it follows that the second equation of (4.4) is solvable. 2
The condition for termination of the Jordan chain is that
is not solvable; that is, there exists a constant n-vector β such that
In the present case, the restriction of the dimension of M to (2n + 2) makes this condition irrelevant. However, a form of this condition arises in the normal form theory with β = η. 
For the third equation 
using the first part of Proposition 4.3.
using the second part of Proposition 4.3 and the fact that η ∈ Ker(DP(c)). For k = 2n + 1 apply the third part of Proposition 4.3
This completes the proof. 2
Normal form for the linearization about degenerate RE
The linearization of the Hamiltonian system (2.5) about a degenerate RE takes the form
where L(c) has a Jordan chain of length (2n + 2) defined by (4.1) and (4.4). The theory for the transformation of the pair (J, L(c)) to symplectic Jordan normal form is classical (Williamson [35] ; see also Melbourne and Dellnitz [19] for the equivariant case), and the following lemma is a special case of this theory. However, there are a few interesting observations to be made, and in order to develop the nonlinear normal form near a degenerate RE some precise properties of the linear normal form transformations need to be established. An explicit proof of this result is given in Appendix B. The sign s 1 is familiar in symplectic Jordan theory [35] , it is the sign of an appropriate projection onto the top of the Jordan chain v 2n+2 . The other (n − 1) signs, which appear in the Williamson theory in a purely algebraic way, can be given a geometric interpretation in the present context. The eigenvalues of DP(c) are related to the curvature of the pullback of the augmented Hamiltonian H : g → R defined in (2.8), since (ŵ 1 , . . . ,ŵ n+1 , −s 1ŵ2n+2 , s 2ŵn+2 , . . . , s nŵ2n , s 1ŵ2n+1 ) , the new coordinates are defined by
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that (J, L(c)) has the Jordan structure (4.1)-(4.4). Then there exists a transformation F such that
( 5.3)
The Jordan chain associated with the new symplectic basis is
The following property of the new symplectic basis will be needed in the analysis of the nonlinear normal form.
Proposition 5.2.
Proof. For the first equality,
For the second equality, use the definition of s 1 in (5.2) and the explicit form forŵ 2n+2 given in Eq. (B.7) in Appendix B,
using the definition of a 1 in (B.4). The second term vanishes because w n+k is a linear combination of v n+1 , . . . , v 2n and
for each k = 1, . . . , n, using Proposition 4.3 and the fact that η ∈ Ker(DP(c)). 2
Nonlinear normal form near a degenerate RE
Perturb the Hamiltonian system (2.5) about the family of RE. Taking advantage of the vector space structure of M,
z(t) = Φ g(t) ϕ(c) + V (c, t) , g(t)= exp(tξ ).
Substituting into (2.5)
Φ g(t) V t + ξ M Φ g(t) (ϕ + V ) = X H Φ g(t) (ϕ + V ) .
Take the interior product with Ω,
Use the invariance of H and the momentum map, expand the right-hand side in a Taylor series about ϕ and use the relation V t Ω = JV t to obtain the leading order system for the perturbation about the family of RE
where the third derivative D 3 H is evaluated at the point ϕ(c) and defined by
To leading order use the linear transformation (5.3). This results in the linear Hamiltonian system in the new coordinates
The transverse system
is in standard form for a saddle-center bifurcation in the linearization, and the nonlinear normal form to leading order takes the well-known form 
4)
with I 1 the component of the momentum map at P(c) in the h * direction, κ given by the formula (1.6), and the symplectic signs s j defined in Lemma 5.1.
The flow tangent to the group follows from the linear normal form theory in Lemma 5.1, and the flow transverse to the group follows from (6.3). The property of I 1 is established in Proposition 6.3 below. The proof of the formula (1.6) will be split into two steps. First classical normal form theory is used to determine a formula for κ in terms of derivatives of the Hamiltonian functional (Lemma 6.2). Then the relation with the curvature (1.6) is established in Lemma 7.3.
Lemma 6.2.
Proof. To determine a formula for the coefficient κ in the nonlinear normal form, the strategy proposed in Iooss and Adelmeyer [13] for computing normal form coefficients is used. The idea is to introduce a polynomial approximation in the new coordinates, substitute into the perturbed ODE and equate terms proportional to like powers to zero. Expand V in a Taylor series in (φ 1 , . . . , φ n , u, I 1 , . . . , I n , v) to the order desired and substitute into the governing equations (6.1). The key step is then to replace derivatives of the coordinates (φ 1 , . . . ,v) by their normal form expressions in (1.5) and ( 1.8) . This strategy results is a large system of linear equations at each order, and solvability leads to conditions for the existence of the coefficients.
Let
where each V j is a homogeneous power series of degree j in the coordinates (φ 1 , . . . , v) with V 1 given in (5.3) and
where Υ 1 , . . . , Υ 6 are t-independent vectors that are determined as part of the calculation. There are 1 2 n(n + 1) terms in V 2 , but only the six terms listed above are needed to compute κ. It is remarkable that the number of terms in V 2 needed to determine κ is independent of n! Substituting the expressions for V 1 and V 2 into (6.1) results in the following coupled system of linear equations
Add the third and sixth equations
L(c)(Υ
This equation is solvable for (Υ 3 + Υ 6 ) if and only if the right-hand side is in the range of L(c)
The coefficient κ drops out of all these equations except the case j = 1: only the first equation is needed to determine κ,
The left-hand side can be recast as follows 
Substitute into (6.8), using symmetry of the third derivative of H ,
It remains to eliminate the Υ 1 term, following similar lines as above
Substituting this expression into (6.9) completes the proof. 2
At this stage, the formula for κ is what one would expect for a coefficient of a quadratic term in the normal form. It involves evaluating the quadratic nonlinearity (or third derivative of the Hamiltonian) on eigenvectors or generalized eigenvectors.
The property of I 1 in Theorem 6.1 is established in the following.
using (4.7) and (5.3)
using Proposition 5.2 and s 2 1 = +1 .
Hence, to leading order I 1 = a 1 ( J(z(t)), η − K(c, 0)) where K(c, 0) = η P(c). 2
The role of curvature of the momentum map
In this section the relationship between the formula for κ in Lemma 6.2 and K(c, t) is established. Now,
where
Differentiate again and set t = 0
and
This completes the first step in determining a formula for
To make further progress, equations for A 2 and A 3 are required.
Proposition 7.2. L(c)A
Proof. Consider (4.2) with c → c + tη and the group action replaced by the action in (7.1),
and whereξ
Differentiate with respect to s and t and set s = t = 0,
using the fact that D 3 J(·), ξ = 0. Substituting in the definitions for A 1 , w 1 and w n+1 , this is
The resulting equation for A 2 follows by using the definitions in (B.7). The verification of the equations for A 3 and A 1 follows the same argument. 2
There is now enough information to complete the analysis of (1.3) with c ∈ Σ 1 (P) and η ∈ h. Then
Lemma 7.3. Let K(c, t) be the function defined in
Proof. Evaluate the terms in the formula in Proposition 7.2,
and so
Now consider the first term
Combining the above expressions proves the lemma. 2
Combining Lemma 7.3 with Lemma 6.2 proves the formula (1.6).
The bifurcating homoclinic manifold and its geometric phase
The leading order normal form is integrable, and when the higher-order terms are neglected, an explicit solution can be obtained. The flow along the group satisfieṡ . . , I n are constant and
with the contribution from the homoclinic orbit u(t) determined from the reduced system
The reduced system can be explicitly solved: v = s 1 u t and
Clearly existence requires
The line I 1 = 0 defines the local tangent space of the image of Σ 1 (P) in g * . Given the sign of κ, the first condition in (8.2) indicates whether RE persist for I 1 > 0 or I 1 < 0. Given s 1 and the sign of κ, the second inequality determines which branch of RE is hyperbolic. There are four cases and Fig. 3 shows them as a function of s 1 and κ.
The induced geometric phase
The phase to leading order can now be determined by substituting the expression for u(t) into the φ 1 equation in (8.1)
with φ 2 (t), . . . , φ n (t) retaining their form in (8.1). The geometric part of the phase shift is The geometric phase has a direction in the group. This direction is clearly not invariant under coordinate change. In normal form coordinates it is the φ 1 direction. In the original coordinates, the direction is determined by unwrapping the normal form transformations.
The dynamic phase to leading order in the normal form also has a direction, v, since to leading order it is
The terms "geometric phase" and "reconstruction phase" are used here informally. After normal form transformations the geometric and dynamic phases can be explicitly determined, to leading order, so formalization of such phases is not pursued here.
In order to give a general theory for the fully nonlinear problem in a neighborhood of the degenerate RE, there are two issues that need to be addressed. First, existing theory of reconstruction (e.g. Chapter 5 of [17] ) would have to be modified to take into account that the orbit in the reduced space is a homoclinic orbit -not a closed orbit. The second issue is the more familiar issue of introducing an appropriate connection that would enable precise distinction between the horizontal and vertical subspaces in the definition of geometric phase.
Intermezzo: Failure of the G-Morse hypothesis
This section is a slight digression from the main theme of the paper. The purpose is threefold: to give a mechanism for failure of the G-Morse hypothesis (the type II degeneracy) showing that it is complementary to the type I degeneracy of DP(c); secondly to give a simple example illustrating the mechanism; thirdly to show that the degeneracies that have been studied in the N -body problem correspond to failure of the G-Morse hypothesis but by the type III degeneracy.
Consider the type III degeneracy first. When the Hamiltonian function depends on additional parameters, the matrix representation of the second variation of the augmented Hamiltonian is a parameter-dependent matrix. Generically, in such a multi-parameter family of matrices, additional zero eigenvalues can arise, resulting in failure of the G-Morse hypothesis. This degeneracy is called type III in this paper. Determination of the codimension and a precise characterization of the above observation can be obtained using the theory of versal deformation of matrices (cf . Arnold [1] ). It is this type III degeneracy that is called "degenerate relative equilibria" in Palmore [27] , in the context of the N -body problem. In [27] , the value of the momentum map is fixed (see definition of S m on page 423 of [27] ), and it is the masses m 1 , . . . , m n which are varied. Hence the second variation is a matrix dependent on the mass parameters and Palmore determines subsets of the mass parameter space where the RE are degenerate.
The other way that the G-Morse hypothesis can fail -called type II degeneracy here -without any additional parameters in the Hamiltonian, that is natural in applications, is when the mapping (c, P(c)) ∈ g × g * fails to be a graph. To see this re-parameterize the RE as (c(μ), μ) ∈ g × g * ; that is, take the values of the momentum map as the parameters.
Lemma 9.1. Suppose the family of RE is parameterized by
μ ∈ g * and det(Dc(μ)) = 0. Then dim Ker D 2 H ξ (ϕ) > dim T ϕ (G · ϕ).
Proof. It is already clear that
Hence the statement is proved if there exists at least one additional independent eigenvector in Ker(L(c)). With the hypothesis det(Dc(μ)) = 0 there exists a vector γ ∈ T μ g * satisfying
Consider the equation satisfied by ϕ but considered as a function of μ,
Take a basis for g and a dual basis for g * ; in terms of this basis μ = (μ 1 , . . . , μ n ). Differentiate Eq. (9.1) with respect to μ j ,
where L(μ) is the second variation of the augmented Hamiltonian parameterized by μ. Consider
This proves that V is in the kernel of L(μ). It remains only to show that the (n + 1) vectors v 1 , . . . , v n , V are linearly independent. This set is linearly independent if and only if there exist real parameters α 1 , . . . , α n+1 such that
which is equivalent to
Now, the set v 1 , . . . , v n is linearly independent, hence the result will follow if (9.2) implies α n+1 = 0. Consider the following property of the momentum map
Now pairing (9.2) with each v j , using Proposition 2.3 (or the first part of Proposition 4.3) and noting that γ is not identically zero prove that α 1 = · · · = α n+1 = 0. 2
An example with G-Morse degeneracy
The following example illustrates the failure of the G-Morse hypothesis. It is a model for water waves constructed by Zufiria and Saffman [37] . It is an S 1 -equivariant Hamiltonian system on R 4 with coordinates z = (q 1 , q 2 , p 1 , p 2 ) and standard symplectic structure. It will be easier to work with the complex coordinates
In these coordinates, the Hamiltonian function is where ( ) denotes complex conjugation. The Hamiltonian is S 1 -invariant with the action of S 1 given by (e iθ a 1 , e 2iθ a 2 ). The Lie algebra is R and the momentum map is
It is straightforward to construct families of RE for this system (see [37] ) and a parametric representation of (c, P ) for one of the families is shown in Fig. 4 . When c = 3 there is a point where the slope is vertical and by Lemma 9.1 this corresponds to a point where the dimension of the kernel of the second variation of the augmented Hamiltonian is greater than one. Note that the point of degeneracy creates a local barrier in g for the persistence of RE: locally, RE exist in g for c 3.
One can vary the coefficients in the Hamiltonian for this example to also find points where the standard degeneracy P (c) = 0 occurs as well as examples where both types of degeneracy occur in the same family of RE.
Creating solitary waves via a degenerate RE
When the group is one-dimensional and the manifold is a vector space of dimension four the theory simplifies dramatically and most details can be worked out explicitly. It is however an instructive example, highlighting in the simplest possible context some features of the theory, and at the same time its use in applications can be illustrated.
Consider the following system of PDEs, an example of a Boussinesq system which model water waves in shallow water [7] ∂h ∂t 
Constructive aspects of the case n = 1
To illustrate the constructive aspects of the theory, an explicit computation of the linear normal form will be given. First reduce the formulas from Appendix B to the case n = 1. The starting point is the Jordan chain {v 1 , . . . , v 4 } satisfying (4.1)-(4.4) with n = 1. The differential DP(c) is one-dimensional and so η is unity and the transformed symplectic basis is
Apply this theory to the system (10.
2) perturbed about a degenerate RE. The elements of the Jordan chain v 1 , . . . , v 4 are easily computed,
∂ ∂p 1 .
The parameters are m 1 = 0,
Hence the scaled vectors which generate a symplectic basis arê
For c > 0 RE persist for I 1 < 0 which is consistent with Fig. 5 . The other critical parameter in (8.2) is s 1 κν. For c > 0, s 1 κ > 0 and so it is the right P (c) < 0 branch of RE which is hyperbolic in Fig. 5 .
Re-interpretation as a two-dimensional group
The example of Section 10 has an additional parameter, R. This parameter can be interpreted as an element of a larger dimensional momentum map. In this section the example in Section 10 is re-interpreted as a Hamiltonian system with no external parameters, but a two-component momentum map.
Introduce new coordinates z = (q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) with u = q 3 ,
The coordinate p 1 represents the parameter R in Section 10 and it satisfies the trivial equation dp 1 dx = 0, but there is additional geometry due to its presence in the momentum map. The Hamiltonian vector field, representing the steady part of (10.1), is 1) with the standard symplectic structure and Hamiltonian function
The group G is a two-parameter affine translation symmetry with generators
associated with a basis {ξ 1 , ξ 2 } for g. The symmetry group R 2 represents the fact that H is independent of q 1 and q 2 . Now ξ 1 M Ω = dp 1 and ξ 2 M Ω = dp 2 , and so the momentum map, using the dual basis {ξ * 1 , ξ * 2 }, is
The family of RE associated with this group is
and ϕ(c) = (0, 0, c 2 , c 1 + 2) with Jacobian
The family of critical points ϕ(c) exists for all c ∈ g and so g RE = g. The Jacobian is degenerate when c 2 2 = c 1 and so
The Jacobian DP(c) has rank 1 as long as 1 + c 1 = 0. But c ∈ Σ 1 (P) implies c 1 0 and so the rank cannot drop to zero. In this example the set Σ 11 (P) is not empty. The tangent space of Σ 1 (P) is
For c ∈ Σ 1 (P), The geometry of the curve of degeneracy in momentum space is illustrated in Fig. 6 . The kernel of DP(c) is in T c Σ 1 (P) when c 2 = 0. Hence Σ 11 (P) = {c = (c 1 , 0)} ∩ Σ 1 (P) which consists of just the origin in g. As shown in Fig. 6 , the image of the point in Σ 11 (P) is the cusp point in the g * plane. This is an example of the Whitney cusp (cf. Chapter 1 of [2] ). The leading order nonlinear normal form for c ∈ Σ 1 (P) \ Σ 11 (P) is given by Theorem 6.1 with n = 2. The signs s 2 and the sign of κ can be computed without the eigenvectors. s 2 is the sign of the non-zero eigenvalue of DP(c) and λ 2 = Trace(DP(c)) = 1 + c 1 > 0 and so s 2 = +1. To determine κ,
, and so sign(κ) = −sign(c 2 ). To go further and compute an explicit expression for a 1 and to determine the symplectic sign s 1 , the eigenvectors need to be computed.
Constructive aspects of the case n = 2
Given the Jordan chain v 1 , . . . , v 6 and the kernel of DP(c), the normalized Jordan chain is constructed using the theory in Appendix B with n = 2,
Relative equilibria associated with this group are of the form
with ϕ(c) a critical point of the augmented Hamiltonian
This system consists of set of simple algebraic equations with solution
For real solutions the right-hand side must be positive and this restriction defines g RE by
This set is a semi-algebraic variety in g and its boundary consists of points where momentum map is singular. Hence points c ∈ g RE automatically satisfy hypothesis (H4). The pullback of the momentum map by ϕ(c) has components
A straightforward calculation then leads to 
and so det DP(c) = − 1
For fixed values of the parameters, det(DP(c)) = 0 is linear in c 1 and c 2 and quadratic in c 3 .
Hence the set Σ 1 (P) is a simple parabola in g
Even though Σ 1 (P) ∩ g is always non-empty, the set Σ 1 (P) ∩ g RE may be empty. Substituting the definition of Σ 1 (P) into g RE shows that
The image of Σ 1 (P) in g * can have singularities. A typical example is shown in Fig. 7 . The singularities are in the image of P(c) when c ∈ Σ 11 (P). To compute Σ 11 (P), the kernel of DP(c) and the function K(c, t) need to be computed.
The kernel of DP(c) can be taken to be a column of the adjugate matrix, since
Calculating,
Use this expression to compute the curvature
Hence, if the parameters a, δ,β and (β + 5β) are non-zero, then c ∈ Σ 1 (P) \ Σ 11 (P) when b + ac 3 = 0. On the other hand,
The set Σ 11 (P) is a line in g and the image of this line in g * is a curve of cusp points. An example is shown in Fig. 7 . Note that Σ 11 (P) also corresponds with the boundary of g RE and so consists of singular values of the momentum map. For all c ∈ Σ 1 (P) \ Σ 11 (P) the theory of this paper applies to give the local existence of a branch of homoclinic orbits which for the model (12.1) correspond to dark solitary waves coupled to a mean flow. Details of solutions of this type are given in [7] .
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Appendix A. Properties of bordered matrices
In this appendix some elementary properties of bordered matrices are recorded for use in the proof of Lemma 2.1 in Section 2. The basic ideas can be found in Magnus and Neudecker [15] , Greenberg, Maddocks and Rogers [11] and references therein.
Let A be an m × m symmetric matrix, and let b be an m × 1 matrix. Then
where A # is the adjugate of A (transpose of the cofactor matrix of A). This is Theorem 4 on page 43 of [15] . Suppose A has a simple zero eigenvalue with eigenvector v, then 2) where Π is the product of the non-zero eigenvalues of A. This is Theorem 3 on page 41 of [15] .
Combining these two results: suppose A has a simple zero eigenvalue with eigenvector v, then
Now, suppose that the kernel of A has dimension n with n < m and let Ker be the m × n matrix whose columns are the normalized eigenvectors, and so Ker T Ker = I n , then a straightforward generalization of (A. 3 The form of the entries in K in (B.2) follows from skew-symmetry of K and Proposition 4.3. The symplectic operator K is not in canonical form. The purpose of the three transformations F 2 , F 3 and F 4 is to transform K into J while preserving the form of the transformed Jordan chain. The transformation F 2 is chosen to diagonalize DP(c) in K. Let T be the n × n orthogonal matrix which diagonalizes DP(c) with the first column taken to be η. Then The object is to introduce new vectorsŵ 1 , . . . ,ŵ 2n+2 with the same Jordan chain structure but resulting in a canonical symplectic form that is a permutation of J. The transformation matrix F 3 is the one which does the most work. It transforms the {w j } set to the set {ŵ j }. Let These vectors satisfy the same Jordan chain equations as the {w j } in (B.3). The fourth matrix F 4 is just a permutation matrix which puts the plus and minus ones in the correct slots using the symplectic signs s 1 , . . . , s n . It is defined by 
